
 

English  Spring Term Curriculum Overview Over the first three weeks of this half-term pupils will be 
reading the book; Winter’s Child. 
 
Pupils will be learning about: making predictions as we read 
and discuss the text, and about what might happen if you 
are not careful what you wish for. 
 
Pupils will practise identifying noun phrases, prepositional 
phrases, and how they are used to create images. At the end 
of the unit, they will be writing their own simple sequel to 
the story, applying the grammatical skills learnt. 
 
Outcomes of the unit will include recounting events, writing 
dialogue, setting descriptions and retelling stories. 
 
Islamic Link: Pupils will understand the difference between 
wishes and Duas, As Muslims we rely and ask from only the 
Almighty Creator for our needs and wants, and the way in 
which we make our wishes apparent is by making 
supplication and asking with sincerity in our Duas. There is 
also a level of selflessness and selfishness to be aware of 
when making Duas. 
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Islamic knowledge is incorporated into the curriculum 
  

 Maths   Science 
 • Combining three-digit numbers with four- digit numbers and 

carrying on 
• Multiplication and division of three- and four-digit numbers. 
• Measure length in cm, m, and kilometres. 
• Measure perimeter on a grid. 
• Find perimeter of rectilinear shape. 
• What is area and how to work out area? 
• Count squares to find areas. 
• Understand what is unit and non-unit fraction. 
• Find equivalent fractions. 
• Measure mass. 
• Order and compare mass in grams, kilograms. 
 

Islamic Link: Multiplying rewards through good deeds, exemplary 
behaviour, politeness, respect, kindness, helpfulness, hard work all 
multiply a person's rewards. Fractions and Decimals- 2.5 % of our 
wealth must be given in charity.  

 • Explore what forces are and notice that some forces need 
contact between two objects. 

• Do children know that forces can be measured in newtons 
using a force meter? 

• Can children set up and carry out an investigation to explore 
how objects move on different surfaces? 

• Can children draw conclusions from their observations? 
 
Islamic Link: Understanding Allah’s creation; why Allah created the 
earth and the unseen forces that keeps things in its place (Angels 
responsible for weather). 

 

 Geography 
 

P.E. Pupils will be learning about Plants of the World and will identify 
and locate the seven continents of the world, using maps they 
will also build confidence in locating unfamiliar countries. 
 

Studies will include understanding what a biome is, defining 
climates and how climate zones affect the growth of plants and 
their survival. Further to this they will learn about endemic plants 
to particular countries, biodiversity and mega-diversity. 
 

Pupils will understand the relationship between plants and 
agriculture and textiles industries.   
 

Islamic Link: Allah has provided a cure for all ailments, disease 
and illness through his creation. He has enabled humanity to 
make use of plants for sustenance, clothing, shelter, medicine, 
cosmetics, transport, utility. 
 

This half-term pupils will enjoy various football games, 
beyond traditional 5-a-side matches, including: 
- Stuck in the mud,  
- Crab clear-out,  
- Traffic lights 
 

Islamic Link: Keeping fit enables us to function at a higher 
level in all aspects of our lives.  Following the Hadith on 
eating a ⅓, drinking ⅓ and leaving space of ⅓ for air in one's 
body. 

DT 
Understand which British foods are seasonal, and consider some 
pros and cons of foods from other parts of the world being 
available all year round.  
 

Understand that some seasonal fruits are suited to the climate 
and weather conditions in Britain? Know how fruit may be 
processed and/or preserved? Know how to follow instructions for 
a recipe using seasonal fruit or jam? 
 

Islamic Link: Allah gave different season to grow and benefit from 
variety of different fruits and vegetable. 

 

PSHE 
This half-term we will look at: Decision making, to understand purpose, consequences, the importance of forgiveness, and the weight of our actions and inactions. They will also explore the relevance of 
intentions, positive and negative influences, and the management of negative influences in opinions and decisions. Islamic Link: Halal/Haram, the Angels who record our actions, self-awareness with the 
knowledge that Allah sees, hears and knows all, and that there is accountability for what we see, say, listen to, touch, do, and taste and seeking forgiveness. 

 


